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Lot Photo JAMAICA Description Est Real 

516  1799 October 4 Entire to Edinburgh from Albion Estate, St. Thomas 
rated "2/2", on reverse fair strike two line "Jamaica /8 OCT 99" 
handstamp plus London receiving strike 

£20 19 

517  1825 Entire sent to London per "brig Trial", m/s "Missent to" in front of 
"HINCKLEY 100" mileage mark in red, on reverse step framed 
"Shipletter Dover" and s/l "COMMERCIAL ROOMS", weak to fair 
strikes, soiling 

£30 30 

518 (Plate
15) 

1852 July 20 env. from Buffalo (U.S.A.) to Port Royal showing blue 
Buffalo c.d.s., red a/[ "Up States 6(5)" and superb 
"Jamaica/ShipLetter", Kingston backstamp, an outstanding item (S.L.)  

£750 625 

519 (Plate 
15) 

G.B. used in Jamaica: Q.V. 4d. on 1859 E.L. tied by Plantation 
Garden River February 11 c.d.s., overlapped by Kingston "A10" 
cancel, reverse shows Kingston arrival of February 12th, horiz. filing 
crease which does not detract  

£300 280 

520 (Plate
20) 

- 1859 Entire to Kingston bearing 4d. rose marginal pair with wing 
margin just tied by "A57" cancels of MontegoBay, backstamps of 
Montego Bay and Kingston, horiz. Filing crease, fine and scarce  

£200 250 

521  1860-63 imperf. proof of 1d. blue on gummed, watermarked paper 
ovpt'd. Specimen (Samuel Type D2) prepared for use as sample by 
De La Rue 

£60  

522  - 2d. rose, a similar proof £60 70 

523 (Plate 
21) 

- 3d. progressive die proof, second state with four broad lines below 
the lip and no dots at either side of the stars  

£50 52 

524 (Plate 
13) 

- 4d. progressive die proof with uncleared surrounds and partly 
cleared surround to the circle  

£50 50 

525  - Similar lot but with cleared circle and surround, marginal blemishes £30 30 

526 (Plate 
13) 

- 1/- progressive die proof with heavy shading on laurel leaves, 21 x 
25mm., margins a trifle soiled  

£50 46 

527  - Similar item with shading required on Queen's hair, 20½ x 24mm., 
tiny blemishes 

£40 42 

528 (Plate 
21) 

- 1/- die proof of completed issued designs, 26 x 32½mm., faint stain 
at foot  

£50 52 

529 (Plate
13) 

1870-83 ½d. composite essay in bright blue, largely hand painted with 
ornaments picked out in Chinese White, rare and attractive (S.L.)  

£800 1050 

530  1870-83 6d. handstamped SPECIMEN 15½ x 2mm. (Nicholson type 
10) (S.G. 12 S), stained and defective but said to be unique 

£25 28 

531  1899 Envelope from Trinidad to Turks and Caicos Is. bearing 
Jamaica/Transit straight line cancel, San Fernando, Port of Spain, St. 
Thomas, Kingstown, and Turks Island datestamps 

£120 90 

532  1912-20 1d. red, imperf. Colour trial (1907) in the issued colour, 
affixed to small piece 

£100 130 

533  - Similar trial in deep purple and purple on yellow, close to issued 
colour of 3d. 

£100 130 

534  1919-21 sunken photographic essay on thick card, ½d. in green, m/s 
"Approved 5/5/20" 

£200 115 

535  -  1d. in red-brown, similar annotations £200 115 

536  -  1½d. built-up essay in deep sepia, with handpainted frame in light 
brown 

£200 115 

537  -  2d. in sepia, m/s "Approved 5/5/20" £200 115 

538  -  2½d. in deep blue, similar annotations £200 115 

539  -  3d. in sepia brown, similar annotations £200 115 

540  -  4d. in myrtle-green, similar annotations f'200 115 

541  -  1 /- built-up essay in deep green and light sepia, similar annotations £200 115 

542  -  2/- built-up essay in light sepia and deep blue, similar annotations £200 115 

543 (Plat
e22) 

-  3/-built-up essay in blackish brown and orange brown, similar 
annotations  

£200 115 
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544  1919-21 1d. die proof of the central vignette, with heavy shading, 
uncleared surround 

£40 40 

545  - Ditto, similar item but with less shading and ornaments added to arm 
and leg bands (on full size card) 

£40 36 

546  - Die proof of the complete vignette, uncleared surround £40 36 

547  -  2½d. pair, one with missing A of CA wmk., and 1/- block of four, one 
with missing C of CA (S.G. 82a, 85 vars.), part o.g. to o.g. 

£25 25 

548  - 3d. watermark inverted (S.G. 83 var.) block of 4, unmounted o.g. £100 40 

549  1921-29 1½d. watermark reversed (S.G. 93 var.) o.g., scarce £75 34 

550  1929-32 1d. Die 1, die proof in carmine on wove paper £120 140 

551  Range of covers and cards incl. 1812 and 1813 E.L's to England, 
1904 env. to New York with Q.V. 2d. bi- coloured and l1. Arms pair, 
1907 Earthquake p.p.c. to Kent, 1934 env. to New Jersey with 
Calmares Steamship Service cachets, K. G.VI Paquebot, etc. Items 9 

f:25 29 

 


